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Abstract

 Despite their frequent use, stereotactic head frames and arcs are cumbersome, requiring 

coordinate calculations and manual frame setting. Human error is associated with both sequences. 

The present study examines a novel, freestanding robot-assisted navigation (RAN) system 

(ExcelsiusGPS®, Globus Medical, Inc.) that aims to reduce the drawbacks of traditional cranial 

stereotaxy and improve targeting accuracy. Seven cadaveric human torsos with heads were tested. 

Eight anatomical coordinates were selected for lead placement and mirrored in each hemisphere. 

Right and left hemispheres of the brain were randomly assigned to either the traditional stereotactic 

arc-based (ARC) group or the ExcelsiusGPS® (EGPS) group. Both target accuracy (Euclidian distance 

from tip of lead placed to planned target) and trajectory accuracy (radial distance from tip of 

lead placed to planned trajectory) were measured. Procedural time was measured, including the 

time required per lead placement and the time required to register the coordinate system of the 

specimen to the planned targets and trajectories. The radiation required for the registration step 

was also measured. Accuracy of the EGPS group was significantly better than that of the ARC group 

in both target (1.2±0.5mm vs. 1.7±1.2mm, p=.005) and trajectory (0.9±0.6mm vs. 1.3±0.9mm, 

p=.004) measurements. Total procedural time was also significantly faster (p<.001) for the EGPS 

group (44.6±7.7 min) than for the ARC group (86.0±12.5 min). The EGPS group had significantly 

reduced time per electrode placement (2.9±0.9 min vs. 5.8±2.0 min, p<.001) compared to the ARC 

group. Registration required significantly less radiation (p<.001) for the EGPS group (1.9±1.1 mGy) 

compared to the ARC group (76.2±5.0 mGy). In the present cadaveric study, cranial leads placed 

using the novel EGPS system were placed with greater accuracy and faster than those placed with 

the conventional stereotactic arc-based technique. The EGPS system also required significantly less 

radiation to register the specimen’s coordinate system to the planned trajectories. Clinical testing 

should be performed to further investigate the EGPS system for stereotactic cranial surgery. 
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Introduction

 Cranial stereotaxy is a branch of diagnostic and therapeutic neurosurgical procedures that 

includes the insertion/implantation of deep brain stimulation (DBS) electrodes for movement or 

psychiatric disorders, stereoelectroencephalographic (SEEG) electrodes for addressing epileptic 

disorders, biopsy needles for diagnosis of brain lesions, laser interstitial thermal therapy (LITT) 

catheters for ablation of brain tumors, or ventricular shunts to reduce intracranial pressure.1,2 

Regardless of procedure or implant type, reliable and accurate intracranial targeting is a defining 

requirement for stereotaxy, and is associated with improved postoperative outcomes.3-5 

 Skull-fixed stereotactic head frames are used ubiquitously for immobilization of the head 

and precise localization of the intracranial targets (Figure 1).6 The stereotactic head frame is firmly 

fixed to the patient’s head. A localizer box is attached to the frame for the registration of the 

patient’s anatomy and definition of the three-dimensional (3D) coordinate system.7 Following 

planning of the intracranial targets and exporting of the corresponding 3D coordinates, a 

stereotactic arc attaches to the head frame and is manually manipulated along the ring angle, arc 

angle, and X-, Y-, and Z-axis for the placement of surgical instruments. 

 Despite their frequent use, stereotactic head frame and arc systems are considered “tedious”2 

due to coordinate calculations, manual setting of the frame, and human error associated with both 

sequences.8,9 Targeting errors have been reported in many clinical studies, ranging between 1.0 

and 3.5mm.10-13 Additionally, stereotactic head frames are associated with preoperative anxiety in 

patients,14 while clinician concerns of frame bending on targeting accuracy15 may result in over-

tightening of the frame, increased risk of pain,16 and bleeding and infection at the placement 

site.17 Deformation of mesh cranioplasty18 has been reported, and ergonomic factors such as static 

postural fatigue of the clinician have been shown to adversely affect performance in lengthy 

procedures19; the necessity to precisely place intracranial implants may increase radiation exposure 

to both the patient and clinician.
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 Alternatively, the present study examines a novel, freestanding robot-assisted navigation 

(RAN) system that aims to reduce the “tedious process”2 of cranial stereotaxy and improve 

targeting accuracy. This system (ExcelsiusGPS®, Globus Medical, Inc., Audubon, PA, USA) 

includes a floor-mounted robotic base station (with attached monitor), a patient stabilization 

stand for rigid patient fixation to the floor, a navigation camera system, and software for 

preoperative planning and intraoperative control of the workflow, allowing for active RAN and 

passive freehand navigation of surgical instruments (Figure 2). The ExcelsiusGPS® (EGPS) system 

is compatible with computed tomography (CT) or two-dimensional fluoroscopy workflows to 

register to preoperative CT images, or magnetic resonance (MR) in the case of intraoperative CT 

registration. The software allows for comprehensive intraoperative or preoperative planning of 

stereotaxic tools and implants (Figure 4). Once the desired trajectories are planned, the robotic 

arm is activated by the user and moves to the pre-planned location based on real-time tracking 

of reference markers affixed to the cranial stabilization and fixation system, and active LEDs on 

the distal end of the robotic arm. The distal end of the robotic arm incorporates a series of guide 

tubes to interface with instruments of varying sizes.

 Robotic stereotaxy aims to automate and refine the field of functional neurosurgery. The 

present study investigates target accuracy, operative times, and radiation exposure of a conventional 

stereotactic arc-based (ARC) technique and the EGPS technique. The authors hypothesize that the 

use of EGPS significantly reduces surgical time and required radiation while improving accuracy.
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Figure 1. Representative photo of lead placement using a traditional stereotactic arc-based system 
(Leksell Stereotactic System®, Elekta Instrument AB Stockholm, Stockholm, Sweden)

Figure 2. Representative photograph of the novel, freestanding EGPS system (ExcelsiusGPS®, Globus 
Medical, Inc.) with a fixed-base, rigid robotic arm, and navigation camera
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Figure 3. Simulated operating theater layout used in the present study

Figure 4. Representative screenshot of the preoperative planning step to  
determine trajectory and target points.
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Material and Methods

Specimen Preparation

 Seven human torsos with heads were used in this investigation (age 64.4±10.2 years). 

Specimens were selected based on radiography to exclude specimens with trauma, deformities, or 

prior cranial procedures that would otherwise affect the outcomes of the study. MR and CT scans, 

representing diagnostic scans that would be performed clinically, were performed on the head of 

each specimen prior to testing. All specimens were stored at –20°C until testing.

Surgical Procedure

 Seven neurologic surgeons participated in this study. All surgeons performed each of two 

experimental techniques on a single specimen (one procedure per hemisphere of the brain) that 

required the insertion of 16 total leads (n=8 per technique). Instead of placing true electrodes, 

rigid rods (1.8mm diameter) were used to simulate leads. These leads broadly represent the 

myriad guided depth electrodes, biopsy needles, shunts, or catheter implants used across various 

cranial stereotactic procedures. In one hemisphere, surgeons placed leads using the conventional 

stereotactic ARC technique. In the opposite hemisphere, leads were placed using a RAN technique 

with EGPS. For each specimen, experimental techniques were randomly assigned to the left and 

right hemispheres of the brain. Furthermore, the order in which each surgeon performed the 

experimental techniques was randomly assigned, with surgeons placing all eight leads for the 

first technique before moving on to the second technique.  

 Anatomical targets were consistent across both experimental techniques. Leads were placed 

in the subthalmic nucleus (STN), globus pallidus internus (GPI), ventral intermediate nucleus of the 

thalmus (Vim), anterior limb of the internal capsule (ALIC), nucleus acumbens (NAc), thalmus (Th), 

fornix (F), and subcallosal cingulate (SC). These anatomical landmarks were selected to represent a 

broad spectrum of common DBS and SEEG targets. For both techniques, planning of these targets 

was completed based on offsets from the anterior commissure to posterior commissure (AC-PC) 

line, as summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of AC-PC offsets

Coordinate/Offset from AC-PC

Anatomical 
Location Acronym Lateral A-P Vertical Disease Reference

Subthalmic 
Nucleus

STN ±12.00 -4 -4
Parkinson's 

Disease
Stealth S7

Globus Pallidus 
Internus

GPI ±21.00 2 -4 Dystonia Stealth S7

Ventral 
Intermediate 

Nucleus of 
Thalmas

Vim ±13.83 -6.29 0
Essential 
Tremor

Stealth S7

Anterior Limb 
of the Internal 

Capsule
ALIC ±14.00

6+(1/2*(AC-
PC Length))

-6 OCD Nuttin 200320

Nucleus Acumbens Nac ±3 16 2 OCD
Franzini 
201021

Thalmas Th ±5.0 4 0
Tourette's 
Syndrome

Ackermans 
201122

Fornix F ±4.4 9.8 7.2
Alzheimer's 

Disease
Ponce 201623

Subcallosal 
Cingulate

SC ±5.6 34.2 3
Treatment 
Resistant 

Depression

Hamani 
200924

Abbreviations: AC, anterior commissure; PC, posterior commisseure; A-P, anterior-posterior

Conventional Stereotactic Arc Workflow

 An outline of the procedural steps for planning, registration, and lead placement with a 

conventional stereotactic head frame is featured in Table 2. The planning stage involved planning 

lead targets and entry points using the diagnostic CT and MR scans. Registration began with 

securing the stereotactic head frame (Leksell Stereotactic System®, Elekta Instrument AB Stockholm, 

Stockholm, Sweden) to the specimen’s skull. Next, the CT localizer was attached to the stereotactic 

head frame, and a CT registration scan was acquired (GE VCT 64™, General Electric, Boston, MA, 

USA). The registration scan was merged with the preoperative MR and CT images, with previously 

planned trajectories, on a navigation system (Stealth S7® Framelink Software, Medtronic, Dublin, 

Ireland) to export frame-arc coordinates. The registration stage was completed once coordinates 

were exported for all eight leads.
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 Before starting lead placement, all surgeons were given approximately 30 minutes to 

refamiliarize themselves with the Leksell Stereotactic System®. Lead placement began with securing 

the arc to the frame. After attachment, the stereotactic arc was manually positioned to each of the 

five exported coordinates for each trajectory (X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis, ring, and arc), and the entry 

point was marked with a surgical marker. An incision was made at the entry point, and the skull 

was sequentially drilled into (2.4mm diameter, followed by 6.0mm diameter drill bits) to access the 

dura. A 2.4mm pilot hole and 6.0mm diameter entry hole were used to reduce the effect of trajectory 

skiving, which may have confounded accuracy measurements. The lead was then inserted through 

an appropriately sized guide tube. This process was repeated for all eight leads. 

Table 2: Procedural steps for conventional arc-based stereotaxy
Stages Procedural Steps

Planning • Preoperative MR and CT images

• Plan implant target and entry

Registration • Secure Leksell® head frame to skull

• Attach CT localizer to Leksell® frame

• Registration CT scan

• Merge registration scan to MR and CT images with planned trajectories

• Export stereotactic ring and arc coordinates

Placement • Attach Leksell® system to patient stabilization stand

• Manually position stereotactic arc to trajectory inputs

        • X-axis

        • Y-axis

        • Z-axis

        • Ring angle

        • Arc angle

• Mark entry point with surgical marker

• Incise entry point

• Sequential drilling (2.4mm and 6.0mm diameter drill bits)

• Pierce dura

• Insert lead 

• Postoperative O-Arm™ scan for accuracy measurements*

Abbreviations: MR, magnetic resonance; CT, computed tomography. 
*Not included in time or radiation measurements
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RAN Stereotaxy Technique

 The EGPS system includes a floor-mounted base platform (with attached monitor), patient 

stabilization stand, and navigation camera system (Figure 2).25 The system is compatible with 

preoperative CT and MRI, and intraoperative CT or fluoroscopy workflows for patient registration. 

Before using the EGPS, surgeons were briefed on the platform, planning software, instruments, 

and workflows for approximately 30 minutes by a clinical specialist on the day of the study. An 

outline of the procedural steps for planning, registration, and navigation for lead placement with 

the EGPS fluoroscopy workflow is featured in Table 3. 

 Planning of targets in the EGPS group using diagnostic CT and MR scans was similar to 

that of the ARC group; however, all planning was done on the EGPS system. The registration 

process began with securing the skull in the Leksell Stereotactic System® frame (Integra, 

Cincinnati, OH, USA) and connecting it to the patient stabilization stand. Coronal and sagittal 

fluoroscopy, unique to the EGPS system, were used for registration. A dynamic reference base 

(DRB) was affixed to the patient fixation and used as a patient reference for the robotic system. 

Two fluoroscopy images, containing as much bony facial anatomy as possible and offset at least 

30° from each other, were captured and registered to the diagnostic CT scan. An anatomical 

landmark check with a navigated probe was used to verify the accuracy of the registration. 

Finally, the robotic base station was positioned such that all eight planned trajectories were 

reachable, as determined by the navigation software. Registration was complete once reachability 

of all eight planned trajectories was confirmed and the stabilizers of the EGPS system were 

engaged, locking it in place.

 Lead placement began once the surgeon selected the first planned trajectory on the EGPS 

monitor. The surgeon then activated the robotic arm by stepping on a foot pedal to move the arm to 

the selected trajectory and down to the desired depth. The surgeon then opened passage through 

the end effector, locking the robotic arm in place and allowing for placement of instruments 
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Table 3: Procedural steps for EGPS stereotaxy with fluoroscopy workflow
Stages Procedural Steps

Planning • Take preoperative MR and CT images

• Plan implant target and trajectory

Registration • Secure Leksell® head frame to skull

• Attach Leksell® head frame to patient stabilization stand

• Position DRB next to patient 

• Register via coronal and sagittal fluoroscopy

• Merge registration scans to CT image used for planning

• Perform anatomical landmark check to verify merge

• Check reachability of all planned trajectories

Placement • Align robotic arm to planned trajectory

• Mark entry point with surgical marker

• Incise entry point

• Sequentially drill (2.4 and 6.0mm diameter drill bits)

• Pierce dura

• Insert lead 

• Postoperative O-Arm™ scan for accuracy measurements*

Abbreviations: MR, magnetic resonance; CT, computed tomography; DRB, dynamic reference base.
*Not included in time or radiation measurements

through the end effector utilizing a series of interchangeable guide tubes. An entry point was 

marked through the end effector with a surgical marker. An incision was made at the entry point, 

and the skull was sequentially drilled (2.4mm diameter, followed by 6.0mm diameter) to access 

the dura. The lead was then inserted through an appropriately sized guide tube placed in the 

rigid robotic arm.
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Measurement Endpoints

Target Accuracy

 Following lead placement, postoperative CT scans (O-Arm™, Medtronic) were performed 

to assess accuracy—the difference between the planned trajectory and implanted lead. The 

postoperative CT was superimposed on the diagnostic MR and CT images used for planning. 

Accuracy was measured in two ways to accommodate for various metrics reported in the literature: 

(a) the Euclidean target error and (b) the radial trajectory error (Figure 5).26 Target error was 

defined as the distance between the planned target and the tip of the placed lead. Trajectory 

error was defined as the shortest distance between the planned target and the trajectory of the 

placed lead, perpendicular to the planned trajectory. Accuracy was reported as the mean error ± 

standard deviation of the error for each technique.

Planned Trajectory

Placed Lead

a

b

Figure 5. Depiction of error measurements. Target error (a) is the distance between the planned target 
and the tip of the placed lead. Trajectory error (b) is the shortest distance between the planned target 

and the trajectory of the placed lead perpendicular to the planned trajectory. 
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Operative Time

 Temporal data were collected separately for registration and placement stages of each 

workflow. Times required to plan lead targets and trajectories were not included. The time 

required to complete lead placement was averaged by the total number of leads placed to find 

the average time required per lead for each technique. Time per lead, registration time, and total 

procedure time were compared between the two techniques.

Radiation Exposure

 Radiation dosages (mGy) were recorded for each technique during the registration stage. 

For the ARC technique, this included the registration CT scan, which was merged to the MRI 

used for planning to export stereotactic coordinates. For the ePGS technique, this included all 

fluoroscopy images required to register to the preoperative CT scan. Postoperative CT scans taken 

for accuracy measurements were not included in the measurement of radiation exposure.

Statistical Analysis

 Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS® Statistics software (SPSS® v22, IBM 

Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). A two-tailed independent T-test was performed to assess differences 

in registration time, total procedural time, and radiation exposure between the two experimental 

techniques. An additional two-tailed independent T-test was performed to assess differences in 

time per lead, target accuracy, and trajectory accuracy between the two experimental techniques. 

Statistical significance was defined as p<0.05 for all statistical comparisons.
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Results 

 Both target error (p=.005) and trajectory error (p=.004) were lower for the EGPS technique 

compared to the ARC technique (Figure 6). The EGPS group had a target error of 1.2±0.5mm 

and trajectory error of 0.9±0.6mm, while the ARC group had a target error of 1.7±1.2mm and 

trajectory error of 1.3±0.9mm.

 The EGPS technique was also faster than the ARC technique, with significantly reduced 

time per lead (p<.001), registration time (p<.001), and total procedural time (p<.001). Lead 

placement required 2.9±0.9min per lead for the EGPS group and 5.8±2.0min per lead for the ARC 

group (Figure 7). Registration time and total procedural time for the EGPS group were 21.6±5.8min 

and 44.6±7.7min, respectively, and were 37.5±3.2min and 86.0±12.5min, respectively, for the 

ARC group (Figure 8). 

Figure 6. Target and trajectory error of the leads placed with the ARC and EGPS techniques
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Figure 7. Time per lead

Figure 8. Registration and total procedural time for ARC and EGPS techniques
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 Finally, the radiation dose required for registration was significantly lower for the EGPS 

technique compared to the ARC technique (p<.001). The EGPS group required 1.9±1.1mGy, 

while the ARC group required 76.2±5.0mGy.

Discussion

 Traditional stereotactic head frames continue to be used widely in neurosurgical procedures, 

despite potential drawbacks including opportunities for human error and compromised accuracy, 

and being cumbersome and time-consuming to use. As fields of neurosurgery, including DBS and 

SEEG, continue to expand and advance, so too does the technology available for these procedures. 

The EGPS system is a novel RAN system that addresses many of the pitfalls of traditional 

stereotactic surgery. This cadaveric study compared this new RAN technique to conventional 

ARC techniques in target accuracy, operative times, and radiation exposure.

 The present study found the EGPS technique to be superior to the traditional ARC technique 

in all three measured outcomes. Compared to the ARC technique, target and trajectory errors were 

reduced by 31% and 33%, respectively. These results follow a similar trend to that of a recent 

meta-analysis that found target error was greatly reduced when using robotic assistance.27 The 

authors hypothesize that improved accuracy achieved using the EGPS technique may be due to 

several factors including fewer opportunities for human error in obtaining the planned trajectory, 

and the passing of all instruments through a rigid robotic arm. While direct comparisons cannot 

be made to previous studies measuring DBS and SEEG electrode accuracy due to differences in 

methods, the error measurements in the present study fall well within the range of previously 

reported measurements.11-13 

 In addition to demonstrating greater accuracy, the EGPS technique also required 

substantially less time. Using EGPS, total procedural time was reduced by 48%, with a 42% 

shorter registration time and a 50% reduced time per lead insertion. These results are consistent 
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with those of previous clinical studies that found increased speed of electrode placement to be 

one of the greatest advantages of robot-assisted surgery.28,29 In addition to requiring less time, 

registration for the EGPS technique also required 98% less radiation than for the ARC technique.

 This study was limited in several ways inherent to cadaveric testing. While the targeted 

coordinates were chosen based on the literature, they were not anatomically accurate due to the 

degradation of the cadaveric brain. For this study, accuracy measurements were made relative to 

the planned target, and not to the actual anatomical landmark targeted. In addition, the simulated 

leads used in the study were rigid rods; therefore, insertion of the leads was not perfectly 

representative of the true electrodes, which may be more prone to deflection in a clinical setting. 

Furthermore, factors including patient pain and discomfort, maintaining a sterile surgical site, 

use of a microelectrode recorder, and physical or cognitive tests used to determine accuracy of 

the electrode were not considered in the present study. Future cadaveric testing may compare 

the EGPS system to other robotic- or navigation-based techniques. Clinical testing is required to 

assess and compare patient outcomes.

Conclusion

 The present study demonstrated significant advantages of the ExcelsiusGPS® system. 

When used to place leads in a cadaveric setting, this novel EGPS technique resulted in greater 

accuracy in lead placement and required less time for lead placement and radiation compared to 

the conventional ARC technique. These trends should be studied further to investigate whether 

the potential advantages of the EGPS system are observed clinically.
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